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Raw Sex In Co-Ed Lounge
January graduates must be measured for caps
and gowns Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 20 and 21,
in the Co-Ed Lounge. Time: 1:30 to 4:00 p.m.
Payment of $3.75 must be made at this time.
Invitations may also be ordered at this time.
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Clemson Meets Orange Bowl Queen

National College Queen Contest
Challenges All Girls In America

One of the side benefits of the recent Miami Press Convention was meeting Miss Orange
Bowl, 1960, Lonnie Robinson. A many many-titled beauty queen, Lonnie now provides a
Miami high school with a very popular English course. (Photo by Stafford)

Topic: "Shall We Survive?"

Dr. Nyaradi Speaks Next

The annual search for "the
nation's most outstanding college girl" is on. She will be intelligent, talented, and will typify collegiate women throughout
America. There is also a strong
possibility that she will be from
Clemson.
AH undergraduate girls are
eligible, from freshmen to
seniors. Application is made
by writing to: National College Queen Contest Committee, Suite 1606, Paramount
Building, 1501 Broadway, New
York 36, N. Y. You will be
sent an Official Entry Blank
and complete details.
Classmates can also nominate
a girl by writing to the above
address. Nominations are not
restricted to individuals, however, for nominations are often
made by fraternities, sororities,
and campus clubs.
This competition to choose a
National College Queen is not
just a beauty contest. Judging
is based on each girl's scholastic

of Dr. Nyaradi's articles and School of International Studies
speeches have been inserted at Bradley University.
into the Congressional Record.
He was also invited several
Dr. Nyaradi has spent seven times to Munich, where he was
months in Moscow negotiating thoroughly briefed on the organa Russian reparation claim ization and operations of Radio
against Hungary. This gained Free Europe. For his work in
for him a unique and profound connection with Hungarian reknowledge of the Soviet Union. lief activities, he has received
While attending conferences in a diploma of appreciation from
Moscow, he became acquainted the American Red Cross signed
with more Soviet leaders than by its honorary chairman, Genpractically any other statesman eral Dwight Eisenhower.
or diplomat. Not only these, he
Dr. Nyaradi has also been
is also acquainted with many consulted at different occasions
A possible merger with the
leading personalities in the by various government agencies
United States, Europe, and the and congressional committees. Faculty Senate is being studied
His name is listed in Who's by the Research Faculty CounMiddle East.
Dr. Nyaradi has now estab- Who in America, Who's Who in cil as recently announced Dr.
lished himself as an educational American Education, and Inter- B. D. Barnett, the new chairand civic leader in the United national Who's Who. He was man of the research group.
States as well as being ac- also
recently
awarded
the The merger-study committee
quainted with these other diplo- George Washington Honor Med- named by Dr. Barnett is made
He participated in the anti- mats. He is the Director of the
up of Dr. R. W. Henningson,
(Continued on page 3)
Nazi underground movement in
Hungary during World War H
and later was asked to join the At Columbia Nov. 30-Dec. 2
anti-Communist party of Small
Landholders and accept a position in Hungary's post-war coalition government. He became Under-Secretary of the
Treasury and later Minister of
Finance of the Republic of
Hungary which he held until
Committee assignments were lee; Tatum Gressette; Steve of the organization.
1948 when he and his wife were
forced to flee Hungary because given this week to the Clemson Long; and Dave Moorhead.
In addition to the officers
delegation to the sixth annual
of increasing Soviet pressure.
Each member college is al- and delegates from Clemson,
He came to the United States Legislative Session of the South lowed to have two Senators. At- the Clemson delegation will also
and since has written several Carolina State Student Legis- tending from Clemson as Sen- include several appointees to the
articles for leading newspapers lature. The Session is scheduled ators will be Jim Caughman Governor's Staff. These persons
and magazines over the coun- to be held in Columbia at the and Hal Littleton. Approximate- will be responsible for carrying
ly 44 persons will compose the out any duties assigned to them
try. The magazines that he has State Capital Nov. 30-Dec. 2.
by the Governor and will assist
Clemson will have 16 members 1961 Senate of the SCSSL.
written for include many outthe Clemson delegates In any
standing ones such as the Sat- in the House of Representatives.
The highest position of the
way necessary.
urday Evening Post, Fortune Representation in the House is
South Carolina State Student
Registration for the Session
Magazine, and the Scripps- based upon the enrollment of
each participating college with Legislature, that of Governor, will begin the morning of Nov.
Howard newspapers.
Along with this, he has also one Representative for each is held by a Clemson student, 30 with committee meetings
written a book, "My Ringside 250 students or fraction there- Bill Schachte. During the scheduled for that afternoon.
Legislative Session, the Gov- The annual banquet will be held
Seat in Moscow" which has of.
ernor will be responsible for that same evening with comRepresentatives from Clembeen acclaimed by many leading
all activities scheduled for the mittee meetings re - convening
reviewers as being one of the son include Jim Fagan; Henry
Session. He will act on meas- following the supper.
best books ever published on Rentz; Jerry Harmon; Marures passed by the House and
Russia. It was also acclaimed tin Stokes; Billy Gore; Doug
Committees are made up of
Senate and will have the opTim Timmeras being an outstanding anti- Richardson;
the delegates from all schools
portunity
to
address
both
subversive document by the Na- man; Charlie Hagood; Bob
houses in his official capacity who work on legislation which
tional Americanism Committee Wall; Jim Harris; Bob Newis to be introduced during the
as Governor.
ton;
Don
Heilig;
John
Brownof the American Legion. Several
Two other key positions are Session. During the committee
held by Clemson students. Serv- meetings, professional lobbying as Secretary of the SCSSL ists will debate on the issues
is Becky Epting. The Treasurer concerning the various bills,
of the organization is Bob thus giving the student deleHunt. These two officials, along gates more insight into the
with the Governor, the Lt. Gov- proposed legislation.
Carolina,
Alabama, ernor, President Fro Tempore
Southern
Literary
Festiva7 South
All day Dec. 1 will be devoted
of the Senate, the Speaker of to the enacting of legislation.
will be held April 19-21 b; Texas and Arkansas.
Miss Welty is scheduled to the House, and the Speaker Pro Saturday morning will close out
South Carolina and Converse
College in Spartanburg. This ead and comment upon some Tempore of the House, make up the legislative activities of the
Festival is the largest of it; liece of fiction which is as yet the Interim Council of the Session with election for officials
kind, and this will mark the firs' mpublished. A contributor to SCSSL, the policy making body
(Continued on page 3)
time that it has been held nany leading national magazines, she is most widely aceast of Nashville, Tenn.
The four distinguished writ- claimed for her short stories.
Cleanth Brooks, a well known
ers and critics to be presented
this year at the Festival are Eu- literary critic and even better
dora Welty, Cleanth Brooks, known poetry critic, is presently
Andrew Lytle and Flannery a professor at Yale University.
O'Connor. They will speak U> He plans to give a formal lecrepresentatives
of
colleges ture on the night of April 20.
The present editor of the
from nine southern states:
SEWANEE REVIEW. Andrew
Kentucky, Tennessee, North
Lytle, is both a novelist and a
Carolina, Mississippi Georgia,
biographer. VELVET HORN,
written about upper southmiddle Tennessee and northern Alabama, is his latest
work. He will also read a selection of poetry or passages
from one of his novels.
A native of Milledgeville,
Ga., Flannery O'Connor is conTraditional Thanksgiving Day sidered one of the fastest-rising
services for the students will be young novelists and short-story
held Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the writers in the South. In addition
Student Chapel in the Student to a book of short stories, A
Center. Rev. Charles Arrington, Good Man Is Hard to Find,
pastor of the Clemson Baptist Miss O'Connor has had two
Church, will deliver the mes- novels published, the latest of
which being The Violent Bear
sage.
This service, a campus-wide It Away. She will speak on a
event, has been a part of Clem- phase of Southern Literature.
At the close of the festival,
son student celebration of the
Thanksgiving holiday for sev- awards will be presented for
Gator Farr presented his famous "Burial" speech for the
eral years. All students and oth- outstanding fiction submitted by
Carolina Gamecock last week to a packed pep rally. His stirer persons of the Clemson com- students of the asociation colring speech evidently really riled the Gamecocks since they
munity are urged by student leges, to be presented by the
finally won a game from Clemson. (Photo by Stafford)
leaders to attend this service. Festival.
By D. J. WALL
Asst. News Editor
Dr. Nicholas Nyardi, speaking
on the topic "Shall We Survive,"
will be the lecturer in the second
of the series of lectures presented
this year by the Clemson College Lecture Series. He will be
presented on November 27 at
7:30 p.m. in the Clemson Auditorium.
Dr. Nyaradi, born in Hungary and now an American citizen, holds two doctor degrees
from the Royal Hungarian University of Budapest—one in political sciences and another in
jurisprudence. He was an attorney for 13 years and also the
legal advisor and executive director of one of the largest
banks in Hungary.

achievements as well as her appearance.
Regional winners will receive
a trip to New York, where the
1962 National College Queen
Pageant will be held next June.
The entire pageant will be a
highlight of the "New York
Summer Festival" celebration
sponsored by the New York
Convention and Visitors Bureau.
The list of prizes is impressive. Next year's queen will

Committee Assignment Made
For S. G Student Legislature

receive an Austin Healey
"Sprite," a diamond ring, a
complete wardrobe, and many
more prizes.
The judges add this final reminder: "The winner will be
someone who is active in several
areas of campus life. She does
not have to be a scholastic genius nor have the beauty of a
Hollywood movie star. The next
National College Queen will be
a typical American college girlbright, alert, and personable."

Newton Commends Students
On Hearing Aid Campaign
Kappa Delta Chi and Pershing
Rifles pledges collected a total
of $251.85 at the Homecoming
game for the cost of replacing
a hearing aid for a student
which was stolen from him. The
cost of the hearing aid was
$231.75 after a big discount.

Research Faculty Council Studies
Possible Faculty Senate Merger

Southern Literary Festival
To Be Held At Converse

Vol. LV—No. 11

Second Of Concert Series
Presents Roger Wagner
Seorching For Outstanding Girl

Thanksgiving Day
Services Held
Tues. For Students

South Carolina's Oldest

chairman, as associate professor
of dairying; T. D. Efland, the
head of the textile research department; and Dr. H. H. Wilson,
an associate professor of ceramic engineering. If the full council adopts the merging plan, it
will be presented to the dean
of the college and the Faculty
Senate for consideration. The
entire research faculty must approve any modified proposal before final action may be taken
by the administration.
Dr. Barnett, the head of the
poultry department, succeeds
Dr. F. I. Brownley as chairman of the Research Faculty
Council. Others on the council
are Dr. T. C. Peele, vicechairman, a soil scientist; and
Maurice Goldemberg, secretary, an associate textile
chemist.
Chairman Barnett also announced two other special committees for 1961-62.
A public relations committee
will survey the status of the
researcher at other institutions,
in industry and in government.
It will also investigate the conditions in which he works
which are important to creative
and productive work. Dr. D. H.
Kropf, assistant professor of animal husbandry, will serve as
chairman of this committee. He
will be ably assisted by G. H.
(Continued on page 3)

The money left after buying
the hearing aid will be placed
in a student emergency fund
to be used in the future for
similar cases.
Bob Newton, President of Student Government, had the following comments: "I want to
commend the Student Body for
contributing so generously toward replacing this hearing aid.
This gesture shows that Clemson Gentlemen will always try
to right wrongs even though the
wrongs are committed by one
person. We should all be proud
to be members of the greatest
student body in the nation."
"Student Government appreciates the efforts of the P. R.
pledges and Kappa Delta Chi in
collecting the money at the
game. We also appreciate the
fine publicity given to this
worthy cause by the Tiger."
Editor's Note: The following
letter was sent to President
Newton after the Homecoming
game.
Dear Mr. Newton,
I want to express my appreciation to you and all the
members of the student body
for helping me to get another
hearing aid. This is something
that I will always treasure and
(Continued on page 3)

By JIM MOORE
Tiger News Writer
"The Hearts," a well-known
group who have been heard by
Clemson men at Pawley's Island
Pavilion will play the InterFraternity Council's "Fall Ball"
tomorrow night following the

Theater To Present
'See How They Run1

Textile School
Awards Four
Scholarships
Four scholarships were recently awarded by the Clemson
School of Textiles totaling $2050.
All recipients are majoring in
textile management.
Two South Carolina Textile Manufacturers Association
scholarships of $500 each went
to Donald D. Hasty of Camden for one year, and to
Richard R. Rice of Anderson
for two years.
William J. Taylor won a Carolina Yarn Association award of
$300 for one year.
A Textile Overseers Association award of $250 was awarded
to Garland R. Gilchrist of Sharon.
Award winners were announced by Evans A. LaRoche,
associate professor of weaving
and' Scholarship Committee
chairman.

Monday night, Nov. 20, the Roger Wagner Chorale,
returns to campus as the second of the year's College
Concert Series concerts. The first was the Nov. 9 appearance of Ferrante and Teicher, duo pianists who
played to a highly appreciative full house.
The Chorale has made five
tours of the United States and
Canada. This season it has been
signed by impresario S. Hurok
to his impressive list of artists.
Last season under the President's
Special
International
Program for Cultural Presentations, the Chorale visited ten
South American and nine Central American and Caribbean
countries.
In 1953, the Chorale was invited . to appear in London by
the County Council of London
as part of the Cononation season. The group sang in London's
Royal Festival Hall, at Paris'
Salle Gaveau and in both Am-

:

sterdam and The Hague. The
Chorale also broadcast on the
BBC, Radio Paris, and the
Dutch radio. The London Musical Times had this to say:
"There can be few if any small
choirs in this country which can
come anywhere near to this
choir's quality in matters of balance, dynamic range, rhythmic
precision and accurate intonation."
The Roger Wagner Chorale
made its professional debut in
1947. By 1949, the Chorale was
so well established that it became Alfred Wallenstein's per(Continued on page 3)

Miss Gamecock— 1961

This past weekend THE TIGER persuaded Miss Gamecock to
pose for an informal picture. She later said, "I'm so happy!"
She is shown "slopping" up a drink of water from the modern
facilities of the Russell House, (photo by camera)

'Hearts' Set For IFC
Fall Ball Tomorrow

Dates: Dec. 7, 8,9

"See How They Run," a play
by Phillip King will be presented by the Clemson Little
Theatre in the Food Industries
Auditorium on the evenings of
Dec. 7, 8 and 9 at 8:15 p.m.
This, the second play of the
1961-1962 season, will be a

World-Famed Group
Returns To Campus

Clemson-Furman game.
| limited number of complimenThe dance, which will be held tary tickets are available for
in the Little Gym, will last from I rushees who attended the "Open
8 p.m. until 12 midnight. Dress Rush" on the old quadrangle
will be informal and according last week.
to IFC president John Crow, the
The "Hearts .have made recdance "will rock and should be ords under the same label
the best thing to hit the Clem- the "Zodiaks," recording as the
son campus this year."
"Dellhearts." Their best known
Last year, IFC held two side to date is "I've Waited So
dances: one following the Clem- Long."
son-Carolina game which feaThe Inter-Fraternity Council
tured the Royal Knights and the sponsors at least one dance
other following Greek Week each semester. One of the main
which starred the Larking-Dells objects of this dance is to acof Charlotte.
quaint students with the fraBoth affairs were sellouts; in ternities and influence them beview of the large crowd ex- fore "Rush Week." Men interpected for the Furman game, ested in fraternities who were
this weekend's dance should be at the "Open Rush" on the 7th
no exception to the popularity may obtain complimentary tickenjoyed by its predecessors. Ac- ets from participating fraternicording to John Crow, presi- ties.
dent of IFC, the Council has
These participating fraterniworked hard on this dance; the ties are as follows: Delta Kapband is reputed to be extra pa Alpha, Kappa Delta Chi,
good, and the participating fra- Kappa Sigma Nu, Numeral Soternities are united in their ciety, Phi Kappa Delta, Sigma
hopes that everyone will have a Alpha Zeta and Sigma Kappa
wonderful time at the dance.
Epsilon.
Admission to the dance has
At the dance, students may
been set at $2.50 per couple. A
(Continued on page 3)

three act comedy. The lead
roles will be played by Joan
McMinn, Tom Wltherspoon,
and Bill McMinn. The other
members of the cast include:
Midge Raneri, Nancy Preston, Jan Baker, Gene Hollahan, Gil Miller, and Frank
Luna. The producer and set
designer is Al Raneri and the
lighting is to be done by Lew
Fitch.
This play shows all the promise of being as delightful and
entertaining as "Gigi." It is directed by Bob Ware, who seems
to be a very competent director.
"See How They Run" is a
farce that is fast moving and
hilarious, and a perfect way to
Col. S. T. McDowell, professor
spend an enjoyable two hour of military science, recently an"break from the books."
nounced the award of the
Army Commendation Medal to
Specialist (5) James C. Mattison, also assigned to the United
States Army Instructor Group
at Clemson College.
A 1961 survey by the Council
Specialist M a 11 i s o n was
for Financial Aid to Education awarded
the
Commendation
reveals that 25.7 per cent of Medal for his outstanding perClemson's graduates enter the formance of duty from Oct. 1959
fields of business and industry, to July 1961 as Message Center
The Employment of College Chief of Headquarters, United
Alumni, a cross-section of 83 States Military Mission with the
institutions by type and ge- Imperial Iranian Army and
ography, also shows that Clem- United States Military Advisory
son has 7.9 per cent of its alum- Group to Iran.
ni in government service. In adThe citation reads in part as
dition 4.4 per cent are in education, 1.7 per cent are in farm- follows:
ing, and 1.4 per cent are self
"Specialist Mattison superemployed. Also there are 6.3 per vised the requisitioning, districent in other varied professions, bution and filing of admlnistra-

Col. McDowell Presents Malfison
With Army Commendation Medal

Survey Reveals
Grad Locations

tive and training publications,
he insured the timely submission
of all reports by maintaining a
tight suspense system and carried out the records management program for the command
with minimum supervision.
"His outstanding performance
of duty was message center
chief, responsible for the distribution, filing, requisitioning and
administration in a joint Army,
Navy and Air Force Command,
is of a quality normally expected
of non - commissioned officer*
senior to him.
"His devotion to duty, attention to detail, and ability to
work with officers and enlisted
personnel of all services are attributes which reflect credit upon himself, this Command and
the United States An™-.-'
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EDITORIALS

Extremism Loses Sight
Of Goal - Fight Communism

Clemson Students Get Ra w Deal On Their Seats
Last Saturday's game with U.S.C.
proved to be a real heart breaker for all
Zlemson Men. The Tigers played great
oall, but as the Baron said, it was in the
books for us not to win this one! We
must give credit to the football team at
Carolina—they likewise played a great
game.
The "Solid Saturday" game, even
with its thrilling finish, in our opinion,
is still not what Big Thursday used to
be. We realize that there were many
factors involving in making the change,
but it seems a pity to lose such a great
tradition.
But let's consider a problem that
proved to be a pain in the Clemson
men's tender and kicked-about anatomy. The Clemson student seats, to
say the least, were worse than ever.

Sure, you could see the field, but it
was almost impossible to see "what
was really going on between the
two teams."
The students are supposed to be the
spark plug behind the team, but from
where we sat, spark-plugging was hard
to accomplish. No doubt the Tigers
heard very little of their verbal support.
Since the game was played at Carolina,
undoubtedly they handled the seating.
Surely they gave us some better seats
than the ones we had to sit in, but where
were they?
We feel it is time the Clemson
students got a New Deal, .a Fair
Deal. . .a Square Deal, or at least a
Better Deal on tickets for the Clemson-Carolina games that are played
in Columbia.

Rat Hat Tradition Goes Down Drain
Clemson lost another great tradition
thi» past week — freshmen no longer
have to wear their rat hats until Christmas if we lose the Clemson-Carolina
game. Undoubtedly this will come as a
happy relief to the freshman class but
don't jump the gun, freshmen, it's not
going to be that easy.
Here is the bill that was passed by
the Senate Tuesday night:
"Upon guarding the campus successfully or catching the people who
do damage to the campus on Wednesday through game time Saturday, November 18, 1961, 'Rat Hats'
will be taken off after the North
Carolina State football game,"
This is really nothing more than giving the freshmen a second chance. We
object wholeheartedly to this action. We
will not argue the point of legislated
power. Under the constitution the Senate has the power to carry out such

action. We feel that altering traditions
can greatly harm the cohesion of the
Student Body.
Where is the dissolving of tradition going to stop! Slowly but surely
the traditions of Clemson are melting away. We anticipate in the near
future a bill which will stop the
cutting of a freshman's hair.
This will be the end! When this is
taken away, the glue that holds the
freshman together will be gone. The
bald head is what sets the Clemson
freshmen aside from all the others.
Perhaps even "Gator Fair" will be
swallowed up in this trend. Some people might say, "to hell with it all."
Without traditions, Clemson College
might very easily turn into a party
school similar to the University of South
Carolina.
Tradition has made Clemson College;
who are we to tear it down.

Letter To Tom
Dear Tom:
Last week Gray devoted his column
to the lack of interest by Clemson students in their Student Government. This
column was no doubt prompted by the
number of students attending the Junior
Class meeting on Monday night, November 6.
In behalf of the members of the Junior Class I would like to remind Gray
that the announcement of the meeting
was placed in the upper left hand corner
of the paper, a spot that most students
never look at, and since the announcement was in the "Homecoming" issue
many students didn't read the paper as
thoroughly as they sometimes do. A few
students didn't receive an issue of the
"Tiger" since part were put out in the
morning and part at night.
So far this year the Junior Class
has sponsored the sale of book covers and chicken dinners, and thanks
to the members of our class we have
had sufficient help and offers of future help for all of these events.
I am not saying that we have near
enough interest in Student Government,
but I am saying that at times there is a
simple explanation for a small attendance at meetings or a small voting turn
out.
This year the "Tiger" and "WSBF"
have done a tremendous job in keeping
the students informed, and this effort
has increased the interest of the students
in Student Government and campus
events. Perhaps in the future, candidates for office will be able to speak at a

class meeting and this too could definitely increase student interest. I hope that
in the future the announcement of these
meetings will be put in a more conspicuous place, and I feel sure that with the
kind of men that compose our student
body, interest in Student Government
will continue to increase.
Joe Swann
Dear Editor
I was one of the many females at
Tigerama Friday night. I feel that what
I have to say is what they too would say.
I would especially believe that most
Winthrop students feel as I do.
I thought Clemson was training boys
to become men. I no longer am sure. No
concept of man that I have ever had
would have enjoyed the vulgarity Friday. I didn't understand it all—in fact I
probably missed the worst part.
But I know one thing. I am very disappointed in Clemson if this is what it
takes for you to be entertained. Do you
never laugh unless it is about sex?
How anyone could read that
script, tell those jokes and then look
a decent person in the eyes, I don't
quite understand. I would like to
believe that Tigerama represented,
if any, only a small group at Clemson but I find this HARD to believe.
Do you all really think that dirty. . .
and talk that way even when girls
aren't around?
If Clemson graduates are going to be
as Clemson students were Friday night,
better dead or Red!
Jo Johnson
Winthrop College
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Point Of View

Must Be A Black Envelope
The Sweet Life

Pleasant After G/ow Endures;
God Part icipates Year Round
The wild cherry outside my
study window has gone naked.
The nights are cooler, winter is inevitable. The glow of
summer is gone.
A couple walks down Clemson Avenue. She knows what
he will say. He knows what
she will say. They say little.
They've been saddled with
each other for two long years.
Things are about over. They
know that, too. The glow is
gone.
A grad student heads for the
lab. He remembers when he
came as a frosh . . . the anticipation of discovery in his
special problems courses. But
somehow, he honestly confesses to himself, things have
changed, become routine; in
fact, he's sick of school. He
couldn't care less—the glow is
gone.
An upperclassman looks out
the window of his car on his
return to Clemson after a
weekend at home. His eyes
pick out a crew of men and
machinery building a farm
pond. His brain does a flip—
it's Sunday and those guys
building a pond. He thinks of
his parents and of their religion. He things of his home
church and the activities he
once enjoyed there, and now

By ENOCH STOCKMAN
Lutheran Campus Pastor
his college life without church
activity.
Whatever
religion
was, it wasn't anymore. The
glow was gone.
We have often been guilty
of maintaining a false glow;
we passed on a smile; we are
superficially kind; we smell
too sweet. The church has
sometimes been guilty, along
with the moralists, of preserving false glows, hollow smiles,
and nice . . . sweet . . . kind
. . . personalities.
This has made of the church
a kind of fairy land, a world
of the unreal, a nice place to
bring up children. But this artificial view has covered the
depth of the church and hidden its true nature from the
unbeliever.
What I am trying to say Is
simply that the church (Christianity, if you please) is also
for the afterglow. God is not
only a participant in Summer,
but also in Winter. He is not
just involved in the warmth
of the early love commitment,
but He is a part also of the
torment of a breakup. He is
not just there in the excitement of discovery, in the birth
of an idea, but He is also there
in the dismal monotony of
endless routine. He is not rel-

evant only to high school activism, but He is pertinent to
the doubts and rebirth of an
honest examined faith.
We do great injustice to
God-Become-Man. We do not
allow Him the humaness He
has chosen. We do not easily
let Christ in on the afterglow.
We want our God high enough
above us so that He does not
really touch our lives. This is
why we so easily departmentalize the church, confining it
to walls and ancient worship.
We really like a stuffy clergy;
then they, like our gods, can
be far away and a part of the
unreal world.
Sooner or later we must give
up false sweetness and the
nauseating niceties ... because we are just not like
that. And when we discover
that the human church is
not sweet and nice, we ought
not to be amazed . . . and
run out and give up religion.
What really do we expect?
What really is amazing is
God's interest in the fouledup human organization called
the church, and in a fouled-up
human organ called you.
This is what God's coming
in the flesh means—that God
would have you for a son,
with or without a glow.

One Man's Opinion

"Rotten Apple" Poses Problem;
Involves Irreparable Damage
Since attending Clemson I
have seen many times many
injustices, but one of the
greatest heartbreaks to many
students is to put forth a great
effort just to be chopped down
by grades which are not representative of their sincere desire to pass. Too often a student has tried to do his best,
yet has received failing grades.
Many times
the student
just could not
keep up with
the rest of his
class.
Another
time, the student had a good
professor and
still failed to
show enough effort to receive
a passing grade.
Clemson, as a whole, has
many excellent faculty members, but as always, a few mar
the record. People say that
there is a "rotten apple in
every barrel," but should this
rationalization be applied to
an academic institution, to
teachers that don't measure
up to par ....
I have stated before, that
there is no perfect teacher,
and that there are many
methods of instruction, but
should this be used as an excuse so that you won't have
to apologize for the few "rpt-

By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Associate Editor
ten apples" that teach.
The administration is doing
many things in trying to "cull
out" those professors or instructors that it and the students feel are inadequate in
their teaching and beyond all
hopes of improvement, but
what of the students who have
to suffer through a "rotten
apple" class until the administration finally takes action.
I realize that the process of
finding these "rotten apples"
is both tedious and time-consuming, but in some instances,
much too much time has
passed.
While time is passing, many
students are passing through
these professors' classes, being
inadequately prepared for that
particular phase of the curriculum and for those courses
In the future that he will
take.

good, a few bad," but is it the
middle ground we seek? I hope
not! Education is a serious and
important business!
Too many times a student
has said "I have tried and
tried, but failed." What words
of encouragement do you
give? Do you throw to him the
time-worn cliche . . . that's
the breaks of the game"? That
is indeed a sad, sad excuse
and of little encouragement to
him or his situation. Education should not need shopworn cliches as excuses.
Do you offer help? You
can't do too much, because
the problem is his and the
professor's and they are the
only two who can work out a
solution.
Do not mistake me! My intention is not to downgrade
those many dedicated men and
women who serve excellently
both in the Clemson faculty
and in many other college
faculties. My purpose is to
point out the need for action.

A student tries just as hard
as he knows how, cannot be
condemned, nor can the professor who makes a sincere effort be blamed, but there is a
difference. The student sometimes pays the penalty with
My primary concern is that
failure but what of the rotten
apple? Perhaps through a pe-. too often a career, a life, and
riod of years the instructor a person's attitude have had
may be asked to resign or im- to be changed, not for his
prove, but look of the irrep- mistakes, but those of others.
arable damage he has done Too many excuses are given,
which are of little encouragein the meantime.
ment. Too many students have
People say, "Well, it will all. been done damage through
average out in the end—* fewj the years.

■

•

> *

By ZALIN B. GRANT
Recently, a column which I wrote on extremist *
organizations whipped up a small amount of controversy because of its reference to the Young Americans
For Freedom. I was, in a manner of speaking, both
scorned and praised depending on the sentiments of
various individuals. The point of my column, which
was obviously lost in the interpretation by some, was
that I stand whole-heartedly against
extremist organizations.
Should the Young Americans For
Freedom follow the trail that the now
|3
infamous John Birch Society has blazed,
■y \ let the record show I stand vigorously
f» 4 & against it without reservation.
B MkMm
Extremist organizations have seeded the winds with serious—and most often, false—
accusations about our leaders which have crystalized
fear and distrust in the government; and which has
given force to the storm of hot reactionary idealism
in America.
The apparent aim of such organizations is to fight
communism, but in their case, the end does not seem
to justify the means. The means that extremist organizations use violate some of the most cherished American principles and as a result the end is becoming
somewhat hazily indiscernible.
There is danger in communism, open and obvious
danger. It threatens to enslave the world, to overthrow
our system of government, to destroy individualism.
But the obvious dangers of communism are often not
the most immediate and the most dangerous. We
recognize the threat that communism poses to our society and to the world.
The most disconcerting and terrifying facets of
communism he not in its ultimate aims but in the
methods that are utilized to achieve these aims. Overthrow of the capitalistic system and democracy by
violence is, in no way, very desirable to Communists
in realizing their goals.
Instead, the easier and more feasible means of supplanting capitalism with communism is to inject fear
and confusion into the democratic societies and let
human nature take the resulting course into chaos;
and soon the governments are weakened by internal
distrust, presenting easy prey for communism.
The present dangers of communism, as I have said
previously, are extended by extremist organizations
albeit liberal or conservative. A philosophy reminiscent of McCarthyism is materializing on college campuses—if you do not believe what we believe, you are
a Communist.
By saddling their following with a narrow-minded political philosophy, extremist organizations have
in their ranks literally thousands of poorly informed
citizens who stand ready to shout "pinkie" or "comsymp" at the slightest provocation. The American
public is being hoodwinked by the reds by blissfully
and stubbornly remaining uninformed about communism.
And concerning information on the Communist
threat, to me, the man most informed about the menace is not Mr. Robert Welsh, Mr. William Buckley, or
any member of their respective organizations, but
Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, longtime non-partisan Director
of the F. B. I.
We accuse prominent Americans of following the
party line. This is something we hear often, but how
many know exactly what the Communist party line
actually is? According to Mr. Hoover, the party line is
"the sum total of all party demands at any given
time."
These demands may be under the guise of social
reform or they may relate to international, national,
sectional or local matters. . .but they all are designed
to promote in one way or another, whether it be obvious or concealed, the Communist Revolution.
Mr. Hoover says the uninformed citizen is doubly
&
misled.
(1) "He may accept the party line at its face value,
without realizing that it is just another Communist
tactic, and erroneously conclude that the party is a
legitimate political group which is sincerely interested
in promoting these issues.
(2) "OR, HE MAY MAKE THE EQUALLY DANGEROUS ASSUMPTION THAT ANYONE WHO ADVOCATES PROPOSALS SIMILAR TO THOSE
WHICH MAKE UP THE PARTY LINE IS AUTOMATICALLY A COMMUNIST. The danger of indiscriminately alleging that someone is a Communist
merely because his views on a particular issue happen
to parallel the official party position is obvious. The
confusion which is thereby created helps the Communists by diffusing the forces of their opponents."
And without naming organizations or calling
names, Mr. Hoover continues to say: "Unfortunately,
there are those who make the very mistake the Communists are so careful to avoid. These individuals concentrate on the negative rather than on the positive.
They are merely against communism without being
for any positive measures to eliminate the social, political, and economical frictions which the Communists are so adroit at exploiting."
But extremism does not end with extremist organizations. Another pressing danger of communism
pressing today is the antithesis of the hysterical anticommunist drive, a movement which Senator Strom
Thurmond has termed as "anti-anti-communist."
Extremist organizations, having quickly enveloped the United States, have envoked the fear in
many that witch hunting extremists could harm our
country, just as I pointed out, but instead of adopting
sane tactics to counteract these measures, they, too,
have extremist anti-anti-communist, thus, adding
their voices to the increasing confusion.
There is, I readily concede, a severe danger in the
evils of communism being minimized. But is the answer to informing the public of communism to be
found in the John Birch Society, YAF, The Christian
Anti-Communist Crusade or like organizations? I
think not.
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Senior Rings
Link Alumni
With History
By LTDIA THREATT
Tiger Feature Writer
What is it that makes a man
lay out $35 for a piece of metal
and stone with some obscure
legend inscribed on its surface?
For years now Clemson men
have been buying the bulky
gold ring of the graduates, and
it has become a tradition for
rising Seniors to make their way
to L. C. Martin Drug Co. about
lis time every year.
The ring, gold and finely
cast, is an impressive piece of
jewelry, but it is merely a college ring. Why did Seniors of
the late 1930's work to have the
eligibility requirements changed
to that only second semester
seniors could obtain these rings,
instead of junior class members? Why does nearly every
Clemson alumnus still treasure
his ring like some old friend?
When accosted with the obvious, "Why buy a college
ring? , the student body replies are diverse and interesting. Some seemed to consider it a distinctive ring;
others mentioned status and
"the thing to do."
But for the general consensus, it may be said that a Clemson ring is desired for three
reasons:
(1) The ring, worn only by
seniors, alumni, and alumnae,
symbolizes the high quality of
work required for a Clemson
degree. Other institutions in
this state have somewhat lower
requirements and allow students
to buy their class rings before
they are assured diplomas.
2) The ring symbolizes the
very precious years and good
"times and bad that led to the
maturity of the wearer, more
than any other tangible article.
(3) The ring is recognized
throughout the South and the
nation as that of a good school,
an honorable institution, and
one worn by outstanding men
and women everywhere.
Perhaps this is the reason the
ring now and always will be
"a thing of beauty and a joy
.forever."

COMMITTEE
(Continued from page 1)
for the coming year being held
during a joint session of both
houses as the last official business of the year.
The final event of the Legislative Session will be a barbecue
given to the delegates by the
Governor's
Office.
Following
that, a demonstration will be
exhibited by the State Law
Enforcement Division (SLED).
In an effort to increase participation in the coining Session, BUI Schaehte completed
last week a Speaking Tour of
the state. He spoke to major
colleges throughout the state
as well as to the South Carolina Congressional Delegation
in Columbia in the Chambers
of the Senate.
Bob Newton, president of the
student body, has been selected
by his fellow delegates as head
of the Clemson delegation. The
Clemson group, as well as the
organization, will be
| entire
"staying in the Heart of Columbia Motel which has been designated as headquarters of the
SCSSL during the Legislative
Session.
All legislative meetings will be
held in the respective houses in
the State Capital while committee meetings have been scheduled in Russell House on the
University of South Carolina
campus. Registration will also
be held in Russell House.

DR. NYARADI
(Continued from page 1)
al for his addresses all over the
country by the Freedom Foundation at Valley Forge.
All in all this promises to be
one of the better of the lectures
of the season. Dr. Nyaradi seems
to be a very capable person to
speak on the subject of survival. The public is cordially invited, along with the Clemson
students to hear him talk.

NEWTON
(Continued from page 1)
remember Clemson men by. I
know that they all are men
that anyon ewonld be proud
to meet and know.
I hope In the future that the
students and the Dean of
Men of Clemson will always be
as helpful to others as they
have been to me. If it had
not been for such men like
these, I probably would have
never gotten another one.
So, I say Thank You from the
bottom of my heart.

"FOR THE BEST
in comfort for
your family
and date."

SENCONEE
MOTEL
123 By-Pass
SENECA, S. C.

"Clemson Twirler"
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Tiger Enumerates
Drinking Problem

Gentlemen And Scholars?

In the number of jokes about of an owlet. In modern times,
them, the hangover may be we use olive oil, yeast cake,
surpassed only by the meddling Fuller's Earth, milk, and vitamother-in-law. We tend to mins—all in the hope of avoidthink there's something terribly ing the after-effects.
funny about a hangover—even
There is some justification.
if we are among the some 75,- Food, especially fatty foods, will
000,000 Americans who have absorb alcohol and delay its
suffered from one.
entering the bloodstream. The
In actual fact, the hangover key word is delay; the alcohol
is deadly serious.
will get there eventually.
An expert at the Yale Center
Among the concoctions used to
of Alcohol Studies says: "It is cure hangovers are: Prairie oythe hangover that represents sters; yogurt; a combination of
the biggest loss to industry, and bugleweed, fever root, and letthe hidden costs dwarf the one tuce leaves; wahoo bark extract;
shown on paper." As the main wormwood herb;
wild sage
symptom of an alcoholic the leaves; tea brewed from wild
hangover costs America a bil- cherry
leaves and
skullcap
lion dollars a year—and no one herb; and the Chinese Got Far
knows how much in the case of Flower.
non-alcoholics.
The most charming custom is
The basic cause of a hangover, tried down in Haiti. There, to
according to scientists, is lack cure a hangover, they put 13
of oxygen in the brain. Alcohol black-headed pins into the cork
Just another part of the friendly rivalry of ihe Clemson-Carolina students as they frolic
acts like an anesthetic: if it of the bottle the victim drank
through the halftime show at the game. The trouble here is that one poor Carolina student
isn't burned up quickly enough, from—and this voodoo is supit prevents oxygen from reach- posed to render the spirits help- stumbled into a hole on their field and several brave Clemson men vainly attempt to pull
him out of it. (Photo: Griffith)
ing the brain cells.
iless.
Alcohol itself the body can
pretty well take care of. But not
the impurities in the liquor. It
(Continued from page 1)
is these impurities, called fusel
By ROBERT HURLEY
by Dr. Sikes and Mr. Davidson on November 29, 1940; a tribute
oil, that keep the body from manent chorus during his disTiger Feature Writer
enrolled as a special student to the work of Thomas Greene
burning up the alcohol quickly tinguished tenure with the Los
that year.
Clemson, agriculturist, scientist
enough.
Angeles
Philharmonic.
That
Most of during our freshman
The original idea was to cpst and statesman, who made possiIn the fermentation and dis- same year, it began its annual year had our turn at guarding
tillation of liquor, some 100 to concerts at the Hollywood Bowl, the statue of Tom Clemson, the statue in bronze at the col- ble the founding of Clemson
200 impurities are formed—be- which, in some summers, have prior to the Clemson-Carolina lege foundry. To facilitate this College.
sides the ethyl alcohol. Now, numbered as many as six.
game. But how many of us casting, Governor Ira Blackwood
fusel oil — alias congeners —
In its Bowl appearances, the stopped to wonder just how and gave Davidson two cannons
smells terrible and tastes worse. Roger Wagner Chorale has when it came to stand in Ex- which were to be melted down
(Continued from page 1)
in order to make the statue.
The reason it isn't apparent in ranged from Mendelssohn's ecutive Circle?
obtain first - hand information
However, this project failed due on the functions and purposes
whiskey is that other impurities "Elijah" under Van Beinum,
To all freshmen then, who to the lack of imagination and
sweeten the smell and disguise Orff's "Carmina Burana" under
the
annual courage on the part of the pro- of fraternities and will have an
Stokowski and Verdi's "Requi- just completed
the taste.
guarding
ritual
and
to
all
others fessor in charge of the foundry, opportunity to meet members of
Vodka, on the other hand, em" under Ormandy to such
Pretty Linda Chandler, our newest majorette, performs before
who through either complacency and it was decided to make the all seven Clemson fraternities.
won't
cause
hangover
unless
programs
as
"Salute
to
Disney,"
the 44,000 crowd at the ACC teaser last week. Linda is a
John Crow, president of IFC,
and
Hammerstein or lack of interest regard the statue from cast-stone.
Georgia Peach from Hartwell, Georgia, who came here to consumed in massive doses. This "Rogers
stated that the turnout at the
statue
as
merely
a
campus
fixis because vodka is made by Night" and "Gershwin Night."
major in Mech. Engineering, (photo: Stafford)
The History Department and "Open Rush" held on the 7th
removing impurities from the
Also in 1949, the Chorale was ture, this article is dedicated. Uncle Bill Greenlee, a Negro was encouraging; that some 200
In 1934, Abe Wolfe Davidson, who served for Clemson at the
raw liquor—rather than adding signed by Capitol Records, and
prospective rushees attended.
them. One top quality vodka is in the past eleven years has re- while recovering from a long time, were Davidson's main According to Crow, last year's
filtered through charcoal for so corded more than twenty long- illness that had earlier inter- sources in procuring the large Rush Week produced only 180
many hours that virtually all of playing records. In 1958, it re- rupted his wish to go to Clem- quantity of physical data re- rushees. The large number of
ceived the "Grammy," highest son, confronted Dr. Enoch W. quired to sculp the statue.
the congeners are removed.
interested men who visited the
Some liquors have more fusel award of the recording industry Sikes, then president of ClemThe work was completed in fraternity lounges last week
oil than others. Bonded bourbon by the Academy of Recording son College, with the idea of 1940 and dedicated and erected was very encouraging."
has the most. In fact, the older Arts and Sciences for its "Best exchanging his designing of a
if attempted with a- date.
By CECIL HUEY
and more expensive the whis- Performance in the field of statue of the founder, for two
Tiger Feature Writer
So now, without a moment's
key you drink, the more fusel operatic and choral music on years of room, board and tuiA couple of weeks ago the Ti- hesitation, dash right out and oil you are getting.
tion. This proposal was approved
all labels."
ger carried a feature on the new practic. Don't be bashful—try
As for gin, though it is low in
them.
They're
loads
of
fun!
dance sensation, the twist. The
fusel oil, it may give some perbasic aspects of the dance were
sons a whopping hangover. Rea(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek", "The Marty
discussed then. This week a few
son: the usual flavoring in gin
Loves ofDobie Gillis", etc.)
of the new steps that are being
is
oil
of
juniper
and
certain
(Continued from page 1)
developed to augment the twist
persons are sensitive to it.
Dunkelberg, agricultural engiwill be outlined.
The Greeks had a word for
neer, and Mr. Goldemberg.
The first, a very interesting
it—and that's where we get our
IT'S LATER THAN YOU THINK!
one to watch, is the two-step
A committee headed by Dr. word amethyst. The Greeks
forward shuffle. This step is N. R. Page, associate professor thought it would prevent intoxAll year long you've been promising yourself to go there. Now
usually executed immediately of agronomy, will study prob- ication.
the semester is nearly over and you still haven't set foot in the
ON
THE
CLEMSON
CLOYERLEAF
after backing into someone's lems pertaining to graduate reThe Egyptians ate boiled cabplace. Shame on you!
lighted cigarette. It must be search. Dr. Peele and Dr. H. J. bage, the Roman Emperor Ti• SINCE 1952 SERVING YOU THE
But it's not too late. Right now, this very minute, before
carried out quickly to be effec- Webb, chief chemist and toxi- berius chewed bitter almonds,
you
weaken, lift up your head and forward march to the place
BEST
OF
FOODS
cologist at Clemson, will assist and Pliny the Elder (27-29
tive !
you have been avoiding ever since school began. I refer, of
A. D.) recommended the eggs
Another popular variation him.
course, to the library.
is the right or left neck lift.
Now here you are at the library. That wasn't so bad, was
This is carried out by taking
it? Of course not! Go inside. What do you see? A sign that says
a quick twist or two to the
"NO SMOKING." Go outside. Light a Marlboro. Smoke.
right or left, whichever suits,
Go back inside.
and extending the head and
Because now you are ready. Now your trembling resolution
neck as far upward as possiis rigid. Now your pulsing psyche is serene. You have been
ble. This step is especially usecalmed by mild Marlboro. You have been soothed by that fine
ommending advanced Bell System products and services.
Three years ago he was an economics major in college.
ful when trying to get a good
selectrate filter, by that fine full flavor that dotes and pampers
Loren Gergens of Mountain States Telephone & Telelook at a luscious blonde
Today he is a salesman introducing Bell System products
and caresses, that lifts the fallen, repairs the shattered, straightacross the floor.
graph Company, and the other young men like him in
ens the bent, unravels the knotted, rights the askew, and
and services to business executives. Loren Gergens and
One step that everyone should
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country, help
fastens the unbuttoned.
his sales staff have improved the communications efficiency
master but avoid using is perIn the center of the library you see the main circulation desk.
make your communications service the finest in the world.
of many firms by analyzing their operations and recformed when facing away from
Look in the card catalogue for the number of the book you
the partner. The exact procewant, write the number on a slip, and hand it to the efficient
dure is dictated by the nature
and obliging young lady at the desk. The efficient and obliging
of the situation, but subtleness
young lady then gives the slip to an eflacient and obliging page
is the key. This step is perboy who trots briskly back into the stacks, curls up on a limp
formed immediately when one
leather encyclopedia, and sleeps for an hour or two. Then,
discovers that his zipper is
puffy but refreshed, he returns your slip to the efficient and
coming unzipped. A variation
obliging young lady at the desk, who tells you one of three
of this step may be employed.
things: a) 'Y'our book is out." b) "Your book is at the bindery."
This is the nonchalant coat
c) "Your book is on reserve."
buttoning, carried out in a casuHaving learned that the circulation desk hasn't the least
al manner when the zipper beintention of ever parting with a book, let us now go into lie
comes stuck.
periodical room. Here we spend hours sifting through an imThe last and perhaps the most
posing array of magazines—magazines from all the far corners
popular of the new steps is the
of the earth, magazines of every nature and description—but
rear entrance dash or the baththough we search diligently and well, we cannot find Mad or
room window hop. These steps
Playboy.
are- employed to avoid paying
exhorbitant ticket prices. However, complications may result
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Student Sculps Clemson Statue

HEARTS

Twist Rage Continues
As Rockers Shake On
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Before Or After The Game
ENJOY A TENDER JUICY STEAK

HOLLY HILL INN

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: LOREN GERGENS

fJO BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

: OCONEE :
: THEATRE ■
SENECA, S. C.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17

"PEPE"
CANTINFLAS

~ * ,~

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1$

"TEN SECONDS
TO HELL"
(Star* At 7:00)

"CLAUDELLE
INGLISH"
— • —
MONDAY & TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 20 & 21

"CLAUDELLE
INGLISH"
DIANE McBAIN

— • —
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 22, 23, 24 & 25

"THE SECOND
TIME AROUND"
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
JULIET PROWSE

^imiormlkm?'
Next let us venture into the reference room. Here in i»^
hushed, vaulted chamber, we find the true scholars of *»
university—earnest, dedicated young men and women who eaw
for only one thing in the world: the pursuit of knowledge.
Let us eavesdrop for a moment on this erudite couple pecHig
over heavy tomes at the corner table. Hush! She speaks:
SHE: Whateha.readin', hey?
HE: The Origin of Species. You ever read it?
SHE: No, but I seen the movie.
HE: Oh.
SHE: You like readin'?
HE:Naah.
SHE: What do you like?
HE: Hockey, licorice, girls, stuff like that.
SHE: Me too, hey.
HE: You pinned or anything?
_mmt
SHE: Well, sort of. I'm wearin a fellow's motorcycle
emblem ... But it's only platonic.
HE: Wanna go out for a smoke?
SHE: Marlboro?
HE: What else?
And as our learned friends take their leave, let us too wend
our way homeward—a trifle weary, perhaps, bat
and renewed and better citizens for having spent these
hours in the library, Aloha, library, aloha!
-"

*

*

*

© 1861 M«x t

The makers of Marlboro, who sponsor this column, cojdd
write volumes about another one of their fine products—
the unaltered king-size Philip Morris Commander—but
we'd only tell you this: Take a leaf from our book. Enjoy c
Commander today.
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Tigers Tackle Tough Paladins
Clemson Hopes To Rebound
Against Furman Tomorrow

Gamecock In Flight
By TOMMY RISHER
Tiger Sports Editor
Carolina beat the Tigers with a great big boost
from the clock and "Lady Luck" last weekend. A
Clemson drive that started on the Tiger 25 and roared
for 74 yards was stopped on the 1 yard line when the
final whistle sounded. Again, the fact that Clemson
gave the ball away on three pass interceptions, a fumble
and a blocked punt played a big fact in the final outcome. Carolina made only one miscue, and this resulted
in one of their players picking up the fumbled ball and
sprinting 30 yards for the winning touchdown.
When the final gun sounded, ending the hard fought
contest, another contest started that was probably even
more bitterly contested. Fans from both sides swarmed
on the field from both sides, and individual battles
broke out all over the field. Most of the highway patrolmen had gone out to direct traffic, and the city
policemen could do nothing with the enraged students.
This fighting continued for fully 40 minutes after the
game, through the playing of the National Anthem and
other combined efforts to stop the melee. To the Clemson fans, this was probably the highlight of the weekend since the Tigers lost the game.

Halfback Billy Gambrell soars over the Tiger's line to score the Rooster's first touchdown.
A last ditch try by Clemson failed by one second as the fortunate Hens won 21-14. (Tiger
Sports Photo by Jerry Stafford)

Bright spots in the defeat were pretty much the
same boys that have played good ball all during the
season. Jim Parker, playing with his hurt thumb,
moved the ball well all up and down the field. Tommy King and Harry Pavilack made several fantastic catches. Calvin West played his usual tough
game at guard, and Don Chuy led the offensive
blocking from his tackle slot Elmo Lam, who
probably plays about as hard as anybody in the
conference, continued to flash his running ability,
as he was the Tigers leading rusher for the game.

U.S.C. Wins 21-14

Tigers Lose Heartbreaker
To Carolina By 1 Second

Tomorrow the Tigers will probably play the team
with the least ability and most fire and spirit that they
have seen this year. Furman's Paladins will be really
ready to play ball. It's said that Furman has been
pointing for this ball game all year. This is the best
team that they have had since the war, and a lousy effort on the part of the Tigers could result in the upset
of the year.
The defeat last weekend meant that the Tigers
will not have a winning season for the first time
since 1954. Despite the record, this team had the
potential to have won every game. The "breaks"
always seemed to go the other way, or else a finishing rush just missed, or the pass defense was bad,
but whatever the reason, the Tigers lost a couple
of close ball games. Now, they are going to have
to fight for their life to finish the season at the .500
mark in the won-loss column.
Jim Parker gained over 130 yards against the Gamecocks, to run his season's total to 803 yards, which is
just 40 yards behind the ACC leader, Roman Gabriel,
of N. C. State. He is also in position to become the
first Clemson player to gain over a thousand yards in
one season since Harvey White was a sophomore. All
this was accomplished despite the fact that he missed
about a game and a half with a hurt thumb.
There has been a good deal of talk about bringing
back "Big Thursday" but I for one am glad to see that
Coach Howard has taken a firm stand against it. It
just does not make sense to give up all that money just
to bring back a tradition. People say that we could
get a good ticket split and a share of the concessions,
but I'm just waiting to hear USC announce that they
are willing to split everything down the middle. Even
with a split on the money and ticket matters, the Gamecocks would still have the decided homefield advantage, and personally, I would rather win up here on
Saturday, than lose down there on Thursday.

LARRY'S
DRIVE-IN
'THE BEST SHORT ORDER SERVICE
IN THIS AREA."
Anderson, S. C.

*

By FRED CRAFT
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor
One second separated the
Clemson Tigers from defeat in
the
first
"Solid Saturday"
played in Carolina Stadium. It
was the most exciting CarolinaClemson battle in more than a
decade and was a bitter pill for
Clemson to swallow.
Excitement started early as a
strange football team came out
of the Clemson end of the field
about an hour prior to kickoff
time. Most Tiger supporters
didn't know what to do at
first, cheer the yellow-shirted
players or fight them.
When the team broke into
the "Twist" it was evident
that this was a dupe set up
by some Carolina fans. "Rats"
now poured out of the stands
and drove the outnumbered
Roosters into the haven of the
Carolina side of the field.
Fights were numerous and police were called to clear the
field.
The big game began and was
strictly a defensive battle for
the first quarter as both teams
tried each other's defenses for
any weaknesses. Carolina
gained the first advantage when
Tommy Pilcher intercepted a
Parker pass and returned it to
the Clemson 42.
Carolina now rode on the back
of Billy Gambrell as they
marched 42 yards for the first
score. Gambrell continually outfaked the Clemson defenders
and it was his high leaping into
the end zone which broke the
ice. Dean Finley now kicked the
extra point and Carolina led
7-0 with 5:55 left in the half.
Clemson now took the kickoff and marched 60 yards in
nine plays to score. McGuirt,
showing his finest effort to
date, went over from the two
with 1:39 left. Armstrong added the point after and the
Tigers were back in business
with the score knotted at 7-7
as the half ended.
The Tigers came out in the
second half like a house afire
and behind the fine running of
Elmo Lam and McGuirt and the
passing of Jim Parker, marched
73 yards for the go ahead
touchdown. The big play was
Parker's pass to Lam who was
knocked out of bounds on the
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two. Lam now took the ball over
and never-miss Lon Armstrong
kicked his 32nd straight PAT
and Clemson led 14-7.
Clemson supporters breathed
more easily now and figured
the Gamecocks were finished.
This wasn't the case as the
Roosters moved to their own
48 as the third quarter ended.
A pass interference penalty
gave the Gamecocks a first
down at the Clemson 43.
Costen hit Gambrell at the
25 and then Day got to the
Clemson one. Costen now
sneaked over to make it 14-13.
Clemson fans stood for the all
important extra point, anxious
to see if Calvin West could
block his second PAT in two
games. Sure enough, the Tiger
Co-Captain blocked the kick
with a great effort. Clemson
now had a slim one point lead.
The 44,000 fans now grew
restless as it appeared that the
game might go down to the
wire. Some stood and for
Clemson students standing
was imperative in order to
see, thanks to the nice seats
provided for $5.75 on the minus 25 yard line.
Clemson, with Parker at the
helm began a march downfield.
It looked like curtains for Carolina when Gambrell intercepted
another pass and returned it
to the Clemson 36. Dick Day,
the Carolina fullback, ran twice
for eight yards and when he
hit the line for a third time, he
fumbled.
The ball popped into the air
and for what seemed like five
minutes no one made an effort for the ball. Finally, quarterback Costen beat Rodney
Rodgers to the ball and
scooped the ball up and sped
25 yards down the sidelines
for the go-ahead touchdown.
The Gamecocks decided to go
for two points and called on
Gambrell. The junior halfback took the handoff and
leaped over the Tigers' line to
make it 21-14.

TOM REID, Distributor
CLEMSON, S. C.
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after the season started because
of his fine play. Davis, a senior,
also handles Furman's extra
point and kicking off chores.
The center position seems
to be Furman's strongest with
two rugged performers in
Larry
Jepson
and
Jack
Sharpe. Jepson, a 6'5", 225
pound senior, is especially
adept at . picking off short
aerials from his line backing
post. Sharpe, a senior also,'
is tough-as-nalls on defense.
Furman will bring an improved team into Tigertown
Saturday intent on ending their
long string of losses to the Tigers. They haven't beat Coach
Howard since he has been at
Clemson, and the Tigers will be
out to keep his record clean.
Let's stay behind the Tigers
these last two games as thejr
will be fighting until the last'
minute of the last game.

Wilhelm Calls For Rosters
Of 'Mural Basketball Teams
All groups interested in entering
Intramural
basketball
play are hereby notified that
the deadline for filing team entries is Saturday noon, December 2. Appropriate forms are
available in Coach Wilhelm's
office on which captains must
list their official playing roster.
This notice seemingly is being given in plenty of time
but due to the fact that next
week there will be no Tiger
edition, the next issue on
Dec. 1st will carry only a brief
reminder. Group captains and
others are urged to recruit
their personnel right away.
Play will begin on Monday,
Dec. 4. Students interested in

officiating are asked to meet
briefly with Coach Wilhelm in
his office on that day at 3:30
p.m. Without previous experience in intramurals, it Is best
to visit with him before that
time.
Sailor, walking into recruiting
office: "Gimmie that ol' sales
talk again—I'm getttin' kinda
discouraged."
One of the greatest labor-saving devices of today is tomorrow.
A good husband is merely a
good son grown' up.
The wife of a careless man is
almost a widow.

WELCOME CLEMSON
WESTERN STEAK

$1.00 and up

Includes Drink And Home Made Pies

Seiglers Steak House
WALHALLA, SOUTH CAROLINA

COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone 654-3230
FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY fr MONDAY
NOVEMBER 17, 18, 19 fir 20

"BACK
STREET"

Weil-Preserved Forty plus

SUSAN HAYWARD
Color

&J§§®ra Q* Why men watch girls

FRIDAY LATE SHOW
10:30 ONLY

"VIRGIN
ISLAND"
Color

Men watch girls for various reasons. Personally, we need
no better reason than the reason men climb mountains.
They are there. We have heard old men say they watch
girls because it makes them feel younger and young
men because it makes them feel older (see above). While
investigating the reasons why men watch girls we picked
up a clue from, of all things, a bird watcher. He told us

that he formerly had been a flower watcher. Then one
day a Speckle-Breasted Jackdaw happened to land in
his garden as he was watching a calla lily and he noticed
that the bird moved. He switched to birds on the spot,
Girl watchers have discovered that girls enjoy this same
advantage (movement) over calla lilies. (Speaking of ad»
vantages, how about Pall Mall's natural mildness!)

— • —
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 21 fir 22

"TOWN
WITHOUT PITY"
KIRK DOUGLAS

— • —
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23

We Give TOP VALUE Stamps

three C boys constitute the major portion of Furman's offensive thrust.
Coach King has good depth
in his line, but his first unit
seems to be the strongest overall. The end position is handled by Al Martin and Tom
Walter. Martin, a 195 pound
former Marine, is especially
rugged on defense with Walter being the better pass receiver.
The tackle positions are
manned by John Tew and Carroll Hortly. Tew, in his third
year, is regarded as Furman's
never-say-die man, and has
perked up Furman's defense
considerably. Hartley, a relatively small tackle at 195
pounds, Is outstanding on defense.
Furman's guard posts are
filled by Ken Richie and Claude
Davis. Richie, a sophomore,
moved up to the starting post

Clemson Theatre

— • —

OIL & BOAT
CODING.

Clemson still had time to come
back, but were momentarily
stopped. Werntz was called in
to punt. His first punt was a
beauty, but Clemson was penalized five yards and Werntz had
to punt again. This time Mike
Kirkpatrick broke through the
line and the surprised Werntz
couldn't get the kick over Kirkpatrick's hands. Carolina took
over on the Clemson 21. The
Tiger defense held and Finley
came in to try a field goal.
Calvin West, who is without
a doubt one of the two top
guards in the ACC, blocked
Finley's kick with a great effort. Clemson took over on
their own 25 with 2:35 left in
the game. Seventy-five yards
(Continued on page 5)

By BILL LINN
Coach Bob King will bring his
band of horses into a den of
growling Tigers Saturday, still
smarting over their close defeat at the hands of South Carolina.
Coach King's Paladins will
bring an impressive 7-2 wenlost record into the traditional
clash with a possible bowl bid
depending on the outcome.
The Tangerine Bowl and the
Sun Bowl have both been
considering Furman after
their upset victory over Memphis State. Coach King expressed his feelings toward
this game when he stated,
"I want to win it more than
anything I know."
Furman's success thus far this
year has depended mainly on
the 3 C boys, fullback Tom
Campbell, quarterback Bill Carty, and halfback Tony Carmignani. Campbell, nicknamed "the
bomb," is Furman's bread and
butter man, being ranked very
high nationally in rushing yardage. He has already broken
many Southern Conference
rushing records, and has been
nominated as an All-American
candidate. Recently, he has
been hampered by a leg injury,
but should be in top shape for
Saturday's clash.
Billy Canty, a passing wizard, has been Furman's top
quarterback for the past two
years. He has been ranked in
the top ten passers of the nation for most of the season.
He is especially adept in short
passes, but is capable of
throwing the long ball.
Cannignani is Furman's top
pass receiver, and a fine runner from his halfback post. He
intercepted a pass and ran 55
yards to score the winning
touchdown
against Memphis
State two weeks ago. These

"FRIENDLY
PERSUASION"

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!
FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD.Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world's
only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watching. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.
This ad based on the book, "The Girt Watcher's Guide." Text:
Copyright by Donald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon
Dedini. Reprinted by permission of Harper & Brothers.

Pall Mall's
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!
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Clemson
Baylor
Alabama
Arkansas
Army
Anburn
Citadel
Duke
Wisconsin
Iowa
Maryland
Mich. State
Minnesota
Mississippi
Navy
South Car.
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Vandy
UCLA

Clemson
Baylor
Alabama
Arkansas
Army
Auburn
Citadel
Duke
Wisconsin
Iowa
Maryland
Mich. State
Minnesota
Mississippi
Navy
NC State
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Tulane
UCLA

Clemson
Air Force
Alabama
Arkansas
Array
Auburn
Citadel
North Car.
Wisconsin
Iowa
Maryland
Mich. State
Minnesota
Mississippi
Navy
NC State
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Vandy
UCLA

Clemson
Air Force
Alabama
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Auburn
Ark. State
Duke
Wisconsin
Michigan
Maryland
Mich. State
Minnesota
Mississippi
Naw
NC State
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Vandy
UCLA

Clemson
Baylor
Alabama
Arkansas
Army
Auburn
Citadel
Duke
Wisconsin
Michigan
Maryland
Mich. State
Purdue
Tennessee
Navy
NC State
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Tulane
UCLA

Clemson
Baylor
Alabama
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Auburn
Citadel
North Car.
vV isconsin
Michigan
Maryland
Mich. State
Minnesota
Mississippi
Navy
South Car.
Syracuse
Ohio State
Vandy
UCLA

RISHER
Clemson orer Furmaii
Bavlor orer Air Force
Ga. Tech over Alabama
Arkansas over SHU
Army orer Oklahoma
Auburn over Georgia
Citadel over Arkansas State
Duke orer North Carolina
Wisconsin over Illinois
Iowa over Michigan
Maryland over Wake Forest
Michigan State over Northwestern
Minnesota over Pnrdue
Mississippi over Tennessee
Navy over Virginia
NC State over South Carolina
Svracuse over Notre Dam*
Ohio State over Oregon
Tulane over Vanderbilt
UCLA over Washington

Jim Parker

Intramural Football
Enters Tourney Play
The championship single elimination tournament to determine the number one touch
football team on the campus began Monday. The games on
Tuesday were postponed until
Wednesday because of rain.
Four teams drew byes from
Monday's action. They were
Abbeville County, F3, Pre-Fabs,
and F4. These teams, as indeed
all these teams qualifying for
tournament play, are undefeated.
On Monday, a quick and
imaginative band from North
Charleston quickly established
themselves as a campus favor-

ite by overwhelming D6 by a
39-6 score. In the other afternoon game, the Deacons from
Delta Kappa Alpha won from
B-9, 19-0. It marked the
"Deacs"' fourth consecutive
shutout after an opening 14r7
victory.
In night contests on Mon
day, 6th Barracks stopped Kappa Delta Chi No. 1, 19-7, with
a devastating second half passing attack. Then Kappa Delta
Chi No. 2, shut out Sigma Alpha
Zeta 7-0 to preserve some honor
for their fraternity.
Standing in the way for a
(Continued on page 6)

Gabriel Heads
ACC Statistics
Star quarterback Jim Parker, a big cog in the Tiger offense,
is in third place in individual offense for the conference. The
sophomore trails Gabrial by 40 yards, although Parker missed
a game due to an injury. (Tiger Sports Photo by Frank
Griffith)

Parker Chases Gabrie
For ACC Offense Lead
By DICK PREGNALL
Tiger Sports Writer
Jim Parker played his high school football at Haverford high school in Pennsylvania. Lettering all three
years, he made the all county team his senior year.
Jim's basketball ability almost equals his football ability. He also lettered three years in basketball, and
played on the state championship team as a sophomore.
His basketball average was thirteen points per game
for his high school career. Parker also lettered in baseball and track; he was a pitcher in baseball and ran the
880 in track.
Parker lists as his greatest
thrill in high school "getting a
scholarship to Clemson. I didn't
think I'd get one." said Jim.
"I came to Clemson because it
had everything I wanted in a
college." Jim had his choice of
George Washington, Florida
State, Wake Forest, New York
University, or South Carolina.
The six foot, 190 pound quarterback lists Auburn as the
toughest team he has played
against. They have a strong,
well balanced team, says Jim.
Parker's best game was probably against a fine Duke team
In which he led the Tigers to
a 17-7 upset.
For his play against Duke,
Parker
received considerable
notice for the back of the week
in the nation. He also played a
tremendous game last week

against the Gamecocks when
he led the Tigers to their two
touchdowns, and just missed
getting the winning or tying
touchdown when the time ran
out.
This past week, Parker
moved up about 70 yards on
Gabriel in their race for total offense honors in the ACC.
With a good game against
Furman, Parker could conceivably move into the offense
lead.
After his brilliant year, many
people are comparing him to
Harvey White when he was a
sophomore. He could easily be
the best Clemson quarterback
since the Tigers switched from
the single wing to the split "T."
Anyway, with his bulletlike
(Continued on page 6)

The El Dorado Restaurant
"THE CADILLAC OF RESTAURANTS"
2921 N. Main St.

Pruitt's Shopping Center

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

BLACK GLOVES

.

TOTAL OFFENSE
Games Plays
Player, School
8
224
Gabriel, N. C. State
8
145
Shiner, Maryland
7
131
Parker, Clemson
8
167
Costen, South Carolina
8
98
Rappold, Duke
7
176
Farris, North Carolina
8
158
Anderson, Clemson
8
115
Novak, Maryland
8
118
Reiley, Wake Forest
8
86
Garner, Duke
RUSHING
Rushes
Player, School
63
White, Wake Forest
88
Carson, North Carolina
Arizzi, Maryland
67
Day, South Carolina
77
Gambrell, South Carolina
55
Leggett, Duke
73
Condie, Maryland
66
Elliott, North Carolina
69
Lam, Clemson
40
Frederick, Wake Forest
56
Burch, Duke
42
PASSING
Player, School
Att. Comp. Int.
Gabriel, N. C. State
147
73
6
Farris, North Carolina
114
51
8
Shiner, Maryland
89
48
8
Costen, South Carolina
108
45
7
Garner, Duke
65
44
3
75
Novak, Maryland
41
5
Parker, Clemson
77
38
4
Rappold, Duke
64
35
4
Anderson, Clemson
84
34
3
52
Cuozzo, Virginia
26
2
Reiley, Wake Forest
71
25
3

Yards Avg.
843
3.8
821
5.7
6.1
803
749
4.5
741
7.5
3.6
630
588
3.7
4.6
531
452
3.8
438
5.1
Yards Avg.
418
6.6
330
3.8
328
4.9
3.8
293
4.9
273
3.6
261
233
3.5
3.4
233
225
5.6
212
3.8
208
4.9
Yards TDs
711
6
613
2
749
7
612
3
453
3
384
5
586
3
596
5
380
1
234
2
378
3
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Blue Devils Meet
Tar Heels For '61
&CC Championship
By TOMMY PEELE
Tiger Sports Writer
The Atlantic Coast Conference
title may be decided this weekend when upset-minded North
Carolina meets powerful Duke
at Durham. Duke can wrap up
the conference championship if
the Blue Devils stop the secondplace Tar Heels.
However, the Tar Heels have
been a formidable obstacle to
Duke in the past, recording 50-0
and 7-6 upsets in 1959 and
1960. This year, North Carolina
could win the title if Duke is
defeated.
Upsets have been the rule
rather than the exception this
season, causing a jumbled
conference race. Pre - season
favorites Clemson and North
Carolina State complied by
losing to South Carolina and
Maryland in the only games
between conference foes last
week.
Clemson fell to traditional rival South Carolina 21-14, as the
exciting game ended with Clemson on the Carolina 1 yard line.
Carolina was sparked by quarterback Jim Costen and halfback Billy Gambrell as they rebounded vigorously from a 2820 loss to Virginia.
A desperate Clemson drive
was nipped in the bud as the
Bengals attempted to get off a
final play before the clock ran
out. Quarterback Jim Parker
spearheaded this last drive, but
Clemson absorbed their third
conference loss to drop into a
tie for fifth place. USC jumped
from fifth place into a tie for
third place.
Maryland cut down N. C.
State as all - American candidate led the bowl-hopeful
Terrapins. Maryland, 2-2 in
conference play, had conquered four outside opponents
but was in seventh place in
the conference before defeating N. C. State. The victory
enabled them to vault into a
tie for third place with South
Carolina.
Duke warmed up for their
important encounter with North
Carolina by blasting Navy 309. Surprising the Middies for
the second straight year, the
Blue Devils converted touchdown plays of 77, 45, and 54
yards into an insurmountable
lead.
North Carolina conceded only a field goal in the middle
two periods, but gave up 2
touchdowns in the first and
last stanzas, as powerful LSU
romped to a 30-0 victory.
LSU's proud defense completely contained North Carolina as the Tar Heels never
penetrated beyond the LSU
38.
Wake Forest gave the ACC a
2-1 record against outside opposition by dazzling VPI 24-15.
A highly effective offense and
two field goals by Mickey Walker powered the Deacons to their
third victory of the season.
(Continued on page 6)
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Black Stopped Cold
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TIGERS
(Continued from page 4)
away was paydirt and Tiger
fans wished they still had a
Harvey White to come through
in the clutch.
Parker came in and led the
Tigers down the field with a
supreme effort. Fans who had
started to leave gathered
around the exits but couldn't
leave. Tension mounted as the
Tigers drew closer and closer.
Parker hit Fogle at the 12, and
again at the two. With less than
10 seconds remaining Wendell
Black came within a foot of
scoring.
Carolina players were slow
to get up off the pile and the
Tigers had to have a crude
huddle. When the Tigers lined
up, Parker reached "Set" and
it was over. Another second
and the outcome would have
been different.
A time out would have saved
the Tigers, but all five had been
used up. The horn was barely
audible as Carolina fans broke
into a tremendous cheer, and
Clemson players and fans made
it slowly toward the exits with
tears and the familiar "Wait
till next year."
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170
169
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Pregnall
Risher
Boley
Craft
Ellisor __
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CORDUROY TROUSERS

$5.95
WASH TROUSERS

$3;98
SHIRTS

$2.98 fir $3.98

Under Appointment Of Pepii-Cola Co. — New fork
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— Downtown Anderson —
TELEPHONE CAnal 6-3411
AAA
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LOOK!
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404 Sheets Of Top Quality

Bring Your Date

■

NOTEBOOK PAPER

To The

T0WNE HOUSE

only--- 980

We Specialize In . . .

"LOW PRICES WERE BORN HERE,
RAISED ELSEWHERE."

CHARCOAL BROILED
STEAKS

!

*^*fe

ScllGffl refreshes your taste
— ahr-softens^every puff

$1.25 and up

L C. Martin Drug Co.

"/% 0./DUffr..7cfs ySfi/wgftfol/' A refreshing discovery is yours
every time you smoke a Salem cigarette...for Salem refreshes your taste just as!
Springtime refreshes you. Most refreshing, most flavorful, too...that's Salem!)

125 NORTH MAIN

— Serving Clemson Since 1908 —

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

College Avenue

CLEMSON, S. C.

GB
1
4
6
8
8

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY

Carolina Terrace Motel

Coffee Shop

^■<■■

Wendall Black, Tiger Halfback, is brought down by a Carolina end as Gary Barnes (22) lies
prostrate on the ground. The Gamecocks won the first "Solid Saturday" battle in Colombia
21-14. (Tiger Sports Photo by Jerry Stafford)

JANTZEN SWEATERS

WIDE BLACK & BROWN BELTS • WOOL HOSE

TH"«JI*HB * ™

Created by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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Clemson Spirit Never Dies

WSBF Program Schedule

Politically Speaking
By BILL SCHACHTE
Tiger Special News Writer

says that GOP strength is
growing faster in the Sunshine
State than any other State . . .
Rep. Elliott Hagan's (Ga.)
recommendation of a congressional investigation for the
reinstatement of Negro postman and desegregation leader
W. W. Law seems to be falling
on deaf ears.

sey, a Democrat who is expected
to run for re-election, will be a AM &
prime GOP target. John Alsop, 8:58
president of the Mutual Insur- 9:00
9:30
ance Company of Hartford and 10:00
an unsuccessful bidder in 1958 10:05
1:00
for the Republican nomination, 1:05
has announced he will try again 4:00
... He is brother of writers 4:05
6:00
7:00
Joseph and Stewart Alsop.
7:05
The TV networks are in a 9:00
9:10
quandary these days . . . they 11:00
don't know whether to play the 11:05
news from Moscow on the "11 12:00
o'clock Final" or "Shock The- 12:02
1:00
ater."
1:02

88.1 mc -FM

600 kc. - AM

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
AM & FM:
3:57 Sign On
4:00 News Headlines and Weather
4:02 Platter Party
(Wonderland of Music—FM)
5:00 News, National and Carolina
5:05 Mostly Music
6:00 News Headlines and Weather
6:02 Mostly Music
6:00 News Headlines and Weather
6:02 Mostly Music
7:00 News
7:05 Mostly Music
8:00 Concert Hall
9:00 News & Sports
9:10 Stardust*
11:00 News
11:05 Nightbeat
12:00 News Headlines
12:02 East of Midnight
1:00 Todays Headlines
1:02 Sign Off
♦Thursday night—9:10 Student Gov.
Keports; 9:30 Stardust

SUNDAY

FM:
Sign On
Songtime
Spiritual Interlude
News & Sports
Sunday Cavalcade
News
Sunday Cavalcade
News
Allegro
Music at Sundown
News
Mostly Music
News and Sports
Evergreens
News
Nightbeat
News Headlines
East of Midnight
News Final
Sign Off

AM &
6:58
7:00
7:02
8:00
8:05
9:00
9:02
10:00
10:10
12:00
12:02

SATURDAY
FM:
Sign On
News Headlines
Platter Party
(Wonderland of Music—FM)
News
Mostly Music
News Headlines
Mostly Music
News & Sports
Impressions in Sound
News & Sports Final
Sign Off

Republican leaders from 12
Southern States will gather in
Atlanta Nov. 17-18 to begin
mapping out strategy for 1962
campaigns .... Among their
listed speakers will be Senators
Barry Goldwater and John
Tower . . . Along the same lines
—Dick Hitt, Dallas Times HerAlthough President Kennedy
ald columnist, reports that Re- wishes a long life for Supreme
publicans are planning a big Court Justices Black and Frankrally there in November, and furter, he wishes they'd retire
among themselves, they're re. . Seems as though he'd like
ferring to it as the "Right to have the appointments to
Wing-ding."
pass around . . . Word has it
Indiana Republican George that the Secretary of Health,
BLUE
O. Chambers has announced Education and Welfare (Ribi(Continued from page 5)
that he will run again next coff) is chomping at the bit for
year for the 5th District seat the job. . . The Department of Wake Forest visits Maryland
he narrowly lost last year to Justice feels it has enough new this week and is host to North
"Interiors," an exhibit dem- tenors of private residences, res- are Dr. Virginia Bardsley and
Democrat J. Edward Roush in evidence to try for another in- Carolina the following week.
onstrating
the finest use of taurants, offices, banks and Dr. Earl T. Carpenter.
a contested election ... A dictment against James Hoffa
Dr. Bardsley earned the docfurnishings, is on free display stores. The 150-foot display of
"Gator Farr," pep rallies and Clemson spirit all combined
South Dakota newspaper poll on the mail fraud rap . . .CIA
Arts creation shows recent in- torate at Mississippi State UniINTRAMURAL
last week for a really big: weekend. Now only fond memories
informed
President
Kennedy
in
the
Clemson
School
of
Archishows President Kennedy
photographs mounted on 35 versity and taught for several
(Continued from page 5)
remain but they will be cherished for many, many years. would carry traditionally Re- that Khrushchev's plans call
tecture art gallery. The exhibit panels, some in color, portray years at Louisiana State Uni(Photo by Stafford)
publican South Dakota if the for explosions up to and includ- finals berth for North Char- may be seen weekdays from 5 the works of famous architects versity. She will teach both
1964 election were held now ing the 100 megaton bomb, at leston in the upper bracket are
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. through Nov. and designers. Selections were history and government.
. . . Richard Nixon got 58 per which time Mr. Khrushchev will
made by a jury of designers
F3
and
the
winner
of
the
Del27.
Dr. Carpenter, a former prorequest no
cent of the rote there last "sanctimoniously
and editors.
fessor of continuing education
year . . . Nebraska's Sen. Carl more nuclear testing . . . Con- ta Kappa Alpha - Abbeville
The American Federation of
at the University of Missouri
Curtis, traveling in Florida, necticut Gov. John M. Demp- County game.
body's
part.
Two new assistant professors where he studied for the docDear Tom,
In the other bracket, 6th
have been added to the Clemson toral degree, will teach agriculOne of the most popular sports
Could it be that the censors
PARKER
Barracks appears to have the
College staff this month. They tural education.
these days seems to be picking are worried about their chil(Continued from page 5)
team to beat, but the Pre-Fabs
on the Clemson College Athletic dren
hearing
nasty,
nasty
and the winner of the F4 No. 2 passes and tremendous running
Department. So many in the words; or could it be that they
Kappa Delta Chi's will present a ability, he will be the major cog SPECIAL OFFER...
student body seem to think that dislike being reminded of how
strong challenge. Some very in- in the Tigers' offense for the
no one benefits from the ac- they carry on at home and the
. The November 14 meeting of the Student Senate teresting games are on tap be- remainder of this year and the
tivities of this department ex- language they use behind the
was a very active and important session, with much in- fore a group can lay claim to next two years to come. The decept the few chosen athletes. I students' backs?
teresting business being transacted. As the first order these handsome gold medallions fense had better be on their
should like to ask you to print
I propose that we censor the
and a right to be No. 1 on cam- toes when Parker starts to move
this letter for two reasons: to
censors and then sit back and of business a motion was presented which read as fol- pus.
the Tigers down the field.
inform at least some of these
lows: Upon guarding the campus successfully or catchwatch the fur fly.
detractors of an area of AthJohnny Gatch, '63
ing the people who do damage to the campus on Wedletic Department activity that
touches many non-athletes, and
nesday through game time Saturday, November 18,
to publicly thank this same deGenuine imported hand-carved
1961, "Rat Hats" will be taken off after the North Caropartment on behalf of the orcherry
wood pipe...
lina State football games." There was a good bit of disganization I represent, the TiThe
Cabinet
commends
the
Senate
for
recognizing
i
that
really
smokes!
cussion and the motion was passed by a large margin.
ger Band.
the
importance
of
the
vital
position
of
Attorney
General
i
It has been forcefully repHal Littleton then brought up two pieces of
This unique two-headed pipe is a
resented to the members of the
legislation—to form a committee to see about get- and for establishing said office in the structure of Clem- real conversation piece...a must
Tiger Band in recent days that
ting lights put up at various parts of the campus, son College Student Government.
the Band plays an extremely
for your collection! Hand-carved
Arnold Air Society formally
and to get a paved walkway constructed behind the
important part in the motivation initiated this semester's candi
The Cabinet is studying the possibility of initiin the Italian Alps and finished
of school spirit in on-campus dates in the chemistry auditoamphitheater to the Physics building. He also movating an honor system at Clemson. Correspondence
in gay colors. Stands alone on
affairs and at "away" football rium last week.
ed
that
a
committee
be
formed
to
look
into
the
its own tiny legs. Ideal for
has
already
begun
with
schools
having
successful
games as well. At a vast majorNewly initiated are Charles
your desk, mantel, or bookshelf
operation of the concession stands at athletic conity of schools, bands either
honor systems and further developments will be
...mighty good smoking, too!
make one trip to an out-of-town J. Burriss, an electrical engitests
and
various
other
events,
and
to
take
approannounced in the near future. Also, in conjunction
game annually, or none whatso- neering major from Greenville;
This is a wonderful value!
priate
action
if
they
were
not
being
handled
in
the
with this, a program is being studied to initiate a
Edward L. Collins, a ceramic
ever.
Send for your two-headed
engineering major from Greenbest interest of the majority of the Clemson stufaculty evaluation program by the students.
The Clemson College Athletic
pipe today!
ville; William L. Dubard, an
dents.
Department apparently is well
The Clemson Student Government will entertain
arts and sciences major from
aware of the value of the Tiger
Preston Earle then moved that since the executive
Blythewood.
approximately twelve officers of the Furman Student
Band and its contingent groups
branch
of the student government felt it so necessary Government at a banquet after the Clemson-Furman
Included also were Robert
(the cheerleaders, majorettes,
and color guard) at away games, W. Ellis, a textile chemistry that the office of Attorney General be established. football game at the Clemson House.
since this year we have already major from Huntersville, N. Gene Crocker then moved that this matter not be contraveled to the North Carolina C; Coleman O. Glaze, an InThe Cabinet is looking into the possibility of
sidered but this motion was defeated. There was much
and Duke games and also the
helping
the Boys Home of America by having
trip to Columbia for the Caro- dustrial management major discussion on the question of the office and, in the end,
models
of
the new proposed home built to be placed
from
Charleston;
James
L.
lina game.
it was passed by about two to one vote.
in
bus
terminals,
airports, civic centers, etc. to acMoreover, in no instance have Hightower, a ceramic engiThere were then several committee reports. The
I observed a school where the neering major from Bamberg;
quaint
citizens
of
this area with the work and fuLegislative Code committee presented its outline or the
home band is afforded a better Truman McCarter, a civil enture
plans
of
the
home.
legislative code, and it was accepted unanimously. The
seating arrangement than the
gineering major from PiedTiger Band enjoys in "Death
Traffic Committee reported that nothing could be done
The Cabinet would again like to urge students to
Valley." At one school we vis- mont.
about parking cars on the quadrangle during dances conduct themselves as Clemson Gentlemen during this
Also, Kenneth E. Rhodes, an
ited recently, the home band
engineering
major now, but that they would keep working on it. They also Saturday's football game with Furman High School.
sat on chairs on the ground be- electrical
hind the players' bench!
from Florence; Bartow S. Shaw, said a policeman is now directing traffic to the P&A
In closing, then, let me say a forestry major from Sumter; building now, and that this is all the direction contemto Coach Howard and the Ath- Jerry R. Wempe, an arts and plated. The Room Assignment Committee stated that
letic Department,
a hearty science major from Greenville;
• •
"thanks" for your efforts on and James E. Wrenn, an indus- the administration already had a committee working
trial management major from on that problem and another group was not necessary,
behalf of the Tiger Band.
Fountain Inn.
Bill Clayton, '62

Clemson Tigerbits

Letters To Tom

New Rat Hat Rules

Senate Release

rbr2-Headed
Pipe Collectors

Honor System Perhaps?

Arnold Air Group
Initiates Candidates
From Air Cadets

Cabinet Release

Try Our

Commander, Tiger Band
Dear Tom:
Perhaps all the evidence is not
at hand, but the recent censorship placed upon our cheerleaders seems to me to be a childish and immature act on some-

The W. J. Stamey Squadron
of the Arnold Air Society at
Clemson is made up of high
ranking Air Force Cadets who
have shown a high interest in
aviation, who are outstanding
scholastically, and who have
shown high leadership potential.

so Norman Guthrie was appointed as senate member to
that committee. The meeting was then adjourned.

AMERICAN and ITALIAN FOODS
Now Serving Regular Dinner Meals

\^[a^miage^

Sammeth Drug Company

32" iHt- »m t>t;?m MtH
IN ANDERSON, S. C.

WALGREEN AGENCY
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

CAPRI'S

NAME.

CITY

123 By-Pass
CLEMSON, S. C.

T^E SURE with time-tested foods from

pound - -

CANNISTER TIN

2 pound size
$1.19
LIMIT ONE
With $5 Or More Order

391

CANNED

HAMS
3 lb. can---

$029

2

SELECT

OCEAN SPRAY

CARROTS

POT PIES

pound bag

• CHICKEN

BEEF
LIVER

CRANBERRY
SAUCE

• TURKEY

pound

303 size can

4 for 69$

39<

2 for 39*

half-gallon
9<

it Prices Effective Through Sat., Nov. IB

_

ARMOUR'S STAR

JESSE JEWEL FROZEN

SUPER VALUE

59<

STATF

This offer good only in U.S.A. Not valid in states where prohibited, taxed, or otherWise restricted. Offer expires June 30,1961. Allow four weeks for delivery.

10 TO 12 LB. SIZES

ICE
CREAM

ZONE

COLtEGE

HEN TURKEYS

COFFEE

.._.

ABnRFSS

ARMOUR'S STAR

MAXWELL HOUSE

Please send me prepaid
2-headed pipe(s). Enclosed is $1
(no stamps, please) and the picture
of Sir Walter Raleigh from the box
in which the pouch is packed for
each pipe ordered.

• BEEF

* We Give TOP VALUE Stamps

